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Abstract

- In this paper we surveyShistorical algebras, extensions of the conventional relational

algebra that support representation of the temporal dimension of real-world phenomena

in databases. -ientify twenty-one criteria for evaluating historical algebras. These

criteria are well-defined, _have an objective basis for being evaluated, and are arguably

beneficial. Me-also identify incompatibilities among the criteri Nine historical algebras

are evaluated against the criteria.
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Time is an attribute of all real-world phenomena. Events occur at specific points in time;
objects and the relationships among objects exist over time. The ability to model this temporal
dimension of the real world is essential to many computer system applications (e.g., econometrics,
banking, inventory control, medical records, and airline reservations). Yet, none of the three major
data models - relational, network, hierarchical - supports the time-varying aspect of real-world
phenomena. Conventional databases can be viewed as snapshot databases in that they represent
the state of an enterprise at one particular time. As a database changes, out-of-date information,
representing past states of the enterprise, is discarded. Although techniques for encoding time-
varying information in conventional databases have been developed in many application areas,
these techniques are necessarily ad hoc and application-specific.

The need for direct database support for time-varying information has received increasing at-

n nion recently. In the last five years, more than 80 articles relating time to information processing
have been published [McKenzie 19861. One area of continuing research interest is development of
an historical data model, a data model capable of representing the temporal dimension of real-
world phenomena. The primary focus has been extending the relational data model to support

time-varying information.

Over the past decade, several historical algebras have been proposed. An historical algebra
is essential to the formulation of an historical data model because it defines formally the types of
objects and the operations on object instances allowed in the data model. The usefulness of an
historical data model in representing the time-varying aspect of real-world phenomena depends on
the power and expressiveness of its underlying historical algebra. Similarly, the algebra determines
a data model's support of calculus-based query languages. Also, implementation issues, such as
query optimization and physical storage strategies, can best be addressed in terms of the algebra.

In this paper we examine nine historical algebras. Each is an extension of the conventional
relational algebra that supports representation of the temporal dimension of real-world phenomena
in an historical data model. In the next section, we first review the conventional relational algebra
and then describe briefly the historical algebras that have been proposed, emphasizing the types
of objects that each defines and the operations on object instances that each provides. Although
several historical algebras have been proposed, current research has not focused on defining criteria
for evaluating the relative merit of these historical algebras. Hence, we next identify 21 criteria
for evaluating historical algebras. These criteria are well-defined, have an objective basis for being
evaluated, and are arguably beneficial. Finally, we evaluate the historical algebras against the
criteria.

I Historical Algebras

In Codd's relational algebra [Codd 19701, the only type of object is the set-theoretic relation.
Assume that we are given a set of names A = (A,, ... , An}, where each Ai, 1 < i < n, is called
an attribute name, or simply an attribute. Also, assume that there is an arbitrary, non-empty,
finite or denumerable set, Di, 1 < i < n, called a domain corresponding to attribute A, [Maier
1983J. Then, a relation on these n domains is a set of n-tuples, where each tuple is itself a set of
ordered pairs (Ai, Di), Di E Di, 1 < i < n [Date 19861. Hence, each element of a tuple maps
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an attribute name onto a value in its associated domain. The set of attributes A for a relation
is called the relation scheme. Because relations are sets, tuples with duplicate attribute values
are not permitted. Also, if the domains are sets of atomic values, then a relation is said to be in
first-normal-form. Relations are most often displayed as tables in which the rows correspond to
tuples and the columns correspond to attributes.

EXAMPLE. Assume that we are given the relation scheme Student = (Name, Course) and corre-
sponding domains of given names and college courses. Then R is a relation on the scheme Student.

R - Name Course

Phil English

Norman English

Norman Calculus 0

There are five basic operations in the relational algebra: union, set difference, cartesian prod-
uct, selection, and projection [Ullman 1982]. The union of two relations is the relation containing
tuples that are in either of the two input relations. The set difference of two relations is the re-
lation containing tuples that are in the first input relation but not in the second input relation.
The cartesian product of a relation of n-tuples and a relation of m-tuples is th6 relation containing
n + m-tuples that have n elements that form a tuple in the first input relation and m elements
that form a tuple in the second input relation. We assume, without loss of generality, that the
relation schemes of the input relations are disjoint [Maier 1983]. Selection and projection are unary
operations. Selection maps an input relation onto an output relation containing only those tuples
in the input relation that satisfy a specified predicate. Hence, selection reduces a relation "hori-
zontally" by removing tuples. Projection maps each tuple in its input relation onto a tuple in its
output relation having only a specified subset of the attributes of the input tuple. Hence, projection
reduces a relation "vertically" by removing attributes. Other operations (e.g., intersection, divide,
join) can be defined in terms of these five basic operations.

Before discussing the specific extensions to the relational algebra, we must consider two aspects
of time that apply to all such extensions. The first aspect concerns the kinds of time the algebras
support. There are three orthogonal kinds of time that a data model may support: valid time,
transaction time, and user-defined time [Snodgrass & Ahn 1985, Snodgrass & Ahn 19861. Valid

*time concerns modeling time-varying reality. The valid time of, say, an event is the clock time at
which the event occurred in the real world, independent of the recording of that event in some
database. Other terms found in the literature that have the same meaning as valid time include
intrinsic time [Bubenko 1977], effective time [Ben-Zvi 1982], and logical time [Dadam et al. 1984,
Lum et al. 1984]. Transaction time, on the other hand, concerns the storage of information in
the database. The transaction time of an event is the transaction number (an integer) of the
transaction that stored the information about the event in the database. Other terms found in
the literature that have the same meaning as transaction time include extrinsic time [Bubenko
1977], registration time [Ben-Zvi 1982], and physical time [Dadam et al. 1984, Lum et al. 1984].
User-defined time is an uninterpreted domain for which the data model supports the operations of
input, output, and perhaps comparison. As its name implies, the semantics of user-defined time is
provided by the user or application program.
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The relational algebra already supports user-defined time in that user-defined time is simply
another domain, such as integer or character string. The relational algebra, however, supports
neither valid time nor transaction time. A relation is time-varying in that it changes over time
due to the insertion, deletion, and modification of tuples. Yet, with each change, out-of-date
information is discarded. No record of the evolution of either the relation or the enterprise that it
models is maintained. Only one version, the current version, of the relation exists and its contents
represent the state of the enterprise being modeled at a single time. Hence, we refer to the relational
algebra hereafter as the snapshot algebra, as it captures only a single snapshot in time of both a
relation and the enterprise that the relation models.

The second aspect that we must consider is the conceptual model of time employed. There
are two basic conceptual time models: the continuous model, in which time is viewed as being
isomorphic to the real numbers, and the discrete model, in which time is viewed as being isomorphic
to the natural numbers (or a discrete subset of the real numbers) [Clifford & Tansel 1985]. In the
continuous model, each real number corresponds to a "point" in time whereas in the discrete
model, each natural number corresponds to a non-decomposable unit of time having an arbitrary
duration. In addition to "point," "instant," [Gadia 1986] "moment," [Allen & Hayes 1985] "time
quantum," [Anderson 1982] and "time unit" [Navathe & Ahmed 1986, Tansel 1986] are some of
the terms used in the literature to describe a non-decomposable unit of time in the discrete model.
To avoid confusion between a point in the continuous model and a non-decomposable unit of time
in the discrete model, we refer to a non-decomposable unit of time in the discrete model as a
chronon [Ariav 1986] and define an interval to be a set of consecutive chronons. Although the

duration of each chronon in a set of times need not be the same, the duration of a chronon is
usually fixed by the granularity of the measure of time being used (e.g., day, week, hour, second).
A chronon is typically represented as an integer, corresponding to a single granularity, but may also
be represented as a sequence of integers, corresponding to a nested granularity. For example, if we
assume a granularity of a day relative to January 1, 1980, then the integer 1,901 represents March
15, 1985. If, however we assume a nested granularity of (year, month, day), then the sequence
(6, 3, 15) represents March 15, 1985. Although the two time models represent time differently,
they share one important property; they both require that time be ordered linearly. Hence, for
two non-equal times, t1 and t2 , either t1 is "before" t 2 or t2 is "before" tj [Anderson 1982, Clifford
& Tansel 1985].

Although time itself is continuous, most proposals for adding a temporal dimension to the
relational data model are based on the discrete time model. Several practical arguments are given in
the literature for this preference for the discrete model over the continuous model. First, measures
of time are inherently imprecise [Anderson 1982, Clifford & Tansel 1985]. Clocking instruments
invariably report the occurrence of events in terms of chronons, not time "points." Hence, events,
even so-called "instantaneous" events, can at best be measured as having occurred during a chronon.
Secondly, most natural language references to time are compatible with the discrete time model.
For example, when we say that an event occurred at 4:30 p.m., we usually don't mean that the
event occurred at the "point" in time associated with 4:30 p.m., but at some time in the chronon
(minute) associated with 4:30 p.m. [Anderson 1982]. Thirdly, the concepts of chronon and interval
allow us to model naturally events that are not instantaneous, but have duration [Anderson 1982].
Finally, any implementation of a data model with a temporal dimension will of necessity have to
have some discrete encoding for time [Snodgrass 1987]. All the historical algebras surveyed in this
paper are compatible with the discrete time model.
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In the remainder of this section we review briefly nine historical algebras, all extensions of
the snapshot algebra that support valid time. These algebras differ in the types of objects they
define and in the kinds of operations they provide. We consider only extensions of the snapshot
algebra that support valid time; we do not consider extensions of the snapshot algebra that support
transaction time (several extensions supporting transaction time have been proposed elsewhere
[Ben-Zvi 1982, McKenzie & Snodgrass 1987A, McKenzie & Snodgrass 1987B]). Because valid time
and transaction time are orthogonal, support for each type of time can be studied in isolation.

Three basic design decisions characterize the types of objects that each algebra defines.

" Is valid time associated with tuples (usually as additional implicit attributes) or attributes?

" How is valid time represented? Time-stamps, which represent valid time, may be either
chronons, intervals, or sets of intervals, where a set of intervals is defined as a set of chronons,
not all of which are consecutive.

" Are attributes atomic-valued? If attributes are not atomic-valued, then the first-normal-form
property of the snapshot algebra cannot be satisfied.

Also, two basic design decisions characterize the different kinds of operations that each algebra
provides.

e Does the algebra retain the set-theoretic semantics of the five basic relational operators and
introduce new operators to deal with the temporal dimension of the real-world phenomena
being modeled or does the algebra extend the semantics of the relational operators to account

for the temporal dimension directly? If the semantics of the relational operators is extended
to handle time, how do these operators compute the valid times of resulting tuples?

* How does the algebra handle temporal selection (i.e., tuple selection based on valid times) and
temporal projection (i.e., computation of a new valid time for a tuple from its current valid
time, if tuples are time-stamped, or computation of new valid times for a tuple's attributes
from their current valid times, if attributes are time-stamped).

Each algebra is characterized by the choices made for these five key design decisions.

LEGOL 2.0 [Jones et al. 1979] is a language based on the relational model designed to be
used in database applications where modeling the temporal dimension of real-world phenomena is
important. Objects in the LEGOL 2.0 data model are relations of tuples as in the relational data

model, with one distinction. Tuples in LEGOL 2.0 are assigned two implicit time attributes, Start
and Stop. The values of these two attributes are the chronons corresponding to the end-points of
the interval of existence (i.e., valid time) of the real-world object or relationship represented by a

tuple.

EXAMPLE. R is an historical relation in LEGOL 2.0 on the relation scheme Student = (Name,
Course}. For this and all later examples, assume that the granularity of time is a semester relative
to the Fall semester 1980. Hence, 1 represents the chronon Fall semester 1980, 2 represents the
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chronon Spring semester 1981, etc. Later examples in this section will show the semantically
equivalent representation of R in the other algebras.

R = Name Course Start Stop

Phil English 1 1
Phil English 3 4

Norman English 1 2

Norman Calculus 5 6

Note that two tuples are needed to record Phil's enrollment in English, as his enrollment was not
continuous. 0

Operations in LEGOL 2.0 are not defined formally, although the more important operations are
described using examples. LEGOL 2.0 retains the standard set-theoretic operations and introduces
several time-related operations to handle the temporal dimension of data. The new time-related
operations are time intersection, one-sided time intersection, time union, time difference, and time-
set membership. Time intersection acts as a temporal join, where the valid time of each output
tuple is computed using intersection semantics (i.e., the valid time of each output tuple is the
intersection of the valid times of two overlapping input tuples). Although the semantics of the
other time-related operations is left unspecified, these operators appear to support a limited form
of temporal selection as well as a temporal join using union semantics (i.e., the valid time of each
output tuple is the union of the valid times of two overlapping input tuples).

The Time Relational Model (Ben-Zvi 19821 supports both valid time and transaction time.
Two types of objects are defined: snapshot relations, as defined in the snapshot algebra, and
temporal relations. Temporal relations are relations of tuples, each tuple having five implicit
time attributes. Effective- Time-Start and Effective- Time-Stop are the end-points of the interval of
existence of the real-world phenomena being modeled, Registration-Time-Start and Registration-
Time-Stop are the end-points of the interval when the tuple is logically a tuple in the relation, and
Deletion- Time records the time when erroneously entered tuples are logically deleted.

EXAMPLE. R is a temporal relation in the Time Relational Model on the relation scheme Student
= (Name, Course). For completeness, we assume that the tuples were inserted into the relation
by the transaction corresponding to transaction number 423 and have yet to be deleted.

R Effective Effective Registration Registration Deletion

Name Course Time-Start Time-Stop Time-Start Time-Stop Time

Phil English 1 1 423 - -

Phil English 3 4 423 - -

Norman English 1 2 423 - -

Norman Calculus 5 6 423 - - 0

A new Time- View operator, TV = (Te, Ts), is introduced that maps a temporal relation onto
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a snapshot relation. The Time -View operator can be thought of as a limited form of temporal
selection that selects from the relation's state at transaction time Ts those tuples with a valid
time of Te. Once the specified tuples are selected, however, the Time -View operator discards their
implicit time attributes to construct a snapshot relation.

EXAMPLE. If we let TV = (1, 423), then

TV(R) = Name Course

Phil English

Norman English

The semantics of the five relational operators union, difference, join, selection, and projection is
extended to handle both the valid and transaction time of tuples directly. These operators, like the
Time -View operator, are all defined in terms of a transaction time Ts and a valid time Te. Input
tuples are restricted to those tuples in an input relation's state at transaction time Ts having a
valid time of Te; the valid times of all tuples that participate in an operation are thus guaranteed
to overlap at time Te. Each operator computes the valid time of its output tuples from the valid
times of qualifying tuples in its input relations using either union or intersection semantics. For
example, the union operator is defined using union semantics and the join operator is defined using
intersection semantics. The valid time of tuples resulting from the difference operator, however, is
left unspecified.

The Temporal Relational Model JNavathe & Ahmed 1986] allows both non-time-varying and
time-varying attributes, but all of a relation's attributes must be the same type. Objects are snap-
shot relations, whose attributes are all non-time-varying, and historical relations, whose attributes
are all time-varying. The end-points of the interval of validity of tuples in historical relations are
recorded in two mandatory time attributes, Time-Start and Time-End. Hence, the structure of an
historical relation in the Temporal Relational Model is the same as that of an historical relation
in LEGOL 2.0, as shown on page 5. The set theoretic operators are retained and five additional
operators on time-varying relations are introduced. The operators Time-Slice, Inner Time- View,
and Outer Time- View are all forms of temporal selection. TCJOIN and TCNJOIN are both join
operators defined using intersection semantics. Two other join operators, TJOIN and TNJOIN,
are discussed. They retain the time-stamps of underlying tuples in their resulting tuples but are,
therefore, outside the algebra (the domain of the operators contains objects not defined by the
model).

Unlike the algebras discussed above, the Temporal Relational Algebra [Lorentzos & Johnson
1987A] associates time-stamps with individual attributes rather than with tuples. Although a time-
stamp is normally associated with all the attributes in a tuple, a time-stamp may be associated
with any non-empty subset of attributes in a tuple. Furthermore, no implicit or mandatory time-
stamp attributes are assumed. Time-stamps are simply explicit, numeric-valued attributes. They

represent either the chronon during which one or more attribute values are valid or a boundary
point of the interval of validity for one or more attribute values. Several time-stamp attributes
may also be used together to represent a chronon of nested granularity.

6
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EXAMPLES. First, let R be an historical relation in the Temporal Relational Algebra on the
relation scheme Student = {Name, N-Start, N-Stop, Course, C-Start, C-Stop}. Unlike the other
algebras, the time-stamp attributes appear as explicit attributes in the relation scheme. Here we
assume that the attributes N-Start and N-Stop represent the boundary points of the interval of
validity for the attribute Name and the attributes C-Start and C-Stop represent the boundary
points of the interval of validity for the attribute Course. Note, however, that we could have

4" specified the same time-stamp attributes for both Name and Course in this example.

R = Name N-Start N-Stop Course C-Start C-Stop

Phil 1 2 English 1 2

Phil 3 5 English 3 5

Norman 1 3 English 1 3

Norman 5 7 Calculus 5 7

Unlike the other algebras, a tuple in the Temporal Relational Algebra is not considered valid at its
right-most boundary point. Hence, the first tuple signifies that Phil was enrolled in English during
the Fall semester 1980, but not during the Spring semester 1981.

Now let R1 be an historical relation in the Temporal Relational Algebra on the relation scheme
Student = {Name, Course, Semester-Start, Semester-Stop, Week-Start, Week-Stop}, where all
four time-stamp attributes are associated with both Name and Course. Assume here that the
granularity for the time-stamp attributes Week-Start and Week-Stop is a week relative to the first
week of a semester.

RI = Name Course Semester-Start Semester-Stop Week-Start Week-Stop

Phil English 1 2 1 9

Phil English 3 5 1 17

Norman English 1 3 1 9

Norman Calculus 5 7 9 17

In this example, we specify the weeks during a semester when a student was enrolled in a course.
For example, Phil was enrolled in English during the Fall semester 1980 for only the first 8 weeks
of the semester. Note that the meaning of the Week-Start and Week-Stop attributes is relative to
the Semester-Start and Semester-Stop attributes. 0

The standard set-theoretic operations are retained in the Temporal Relational Algebra unchanged.
Although no new time-oriented operations are introduced, three new operators, EXTEND, UN-
FOLD, and FOLD, which are defined in terms of the conventional relational operators, are intro-
duced. These operators allow conversion between relations whose tuples contain two time-stamp
attributes representing the end-points of the interval of validity of one or more attributes to equiv-
alent relations whose tuples contain a single time-stamp attribute representing a chronon during
which the same attributes are valid. Relations whose tuples contain only time-stamp attributes
representing the end-points of intervals of validity are considered to be folded while relations whose
tuples contain only time-stamp attributes representing individual chronons of validity are consid-

7
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ered to be unfolded. Relations R and R, in the above examples are folded relations.

EXAMPLE. Let R2 be an equivalent representation of RI in which the two time-stamp attributes
Semester-Start and Semester-Stop have been unfolded onto a single time-stamp attribute Semester

R2 = Name Course Semester Week-Start Week-Stop

Phil English 1 1 9

Phil English 3 1 17

Phil English 4 1 17
Norman English 1 1 9

Norman English 2 1 9

Norman Calculus 5 9 17

Norman Calculus 6 j 9 17

We could now apply UNFOLD once more to unfold the attributes Week-Start and Week-Stop onto
a single time-stamp attribute Week. The resulting relation would have 72 tuples. 0

The Historical Relational Data Model [Clifford & Croker 1987] allows two types of objects: a
set of chronons, termed a lifespan, and an historical relation, where each attribute in the relation
scheme and each tuple in the relation is assigned a lifespan. A relation scheme in the Historicai
Relational Data Model is an ordered four-tuple containing a set of attributes, a set of key attributes.
a function that maps attributes to their lifespans, and a function that maps attributes to their value
domains. A tuple is an ordered pair containing the tuple's value and its lifespan. Attributes are
not atomic-valued; rather, an attribute's value in a given tuple is a partial function from the
domain of chronons onto the attribute's value domain, defined for the attribute's valid time (i.e..
the intersection of the attribute and tuple lifespans).

EXAMPLE. R is an historical relation in the Historical Relational Data Model on the relation
scheme Student, where (Name --+ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10), Course -+ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
10}} is the function assigning lifespans to attributes.

R = Tuple Value Tuple Lifespan I

Name Course

1 - Phil 1 -- English {1, 3, 4)

3 - Phil 3 - English

4 -- Phil 4 - English

1 -* Norman 1 -- Enolish {1, 2, 5, 6}

2-- Norman 2-. English
5-. Norman 5-. Calculus

6- Norman 6-. Calculus

Because tuple lifespans are sets and because both Phil and Norman were never enrolled in moreS 
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than one course at the same time, we are able to record each of their enrollment histories in a
single tuple. If one had been enrolled in two or more courses at the same time, however, his total
enrollment history could not have been recorded in a single tuple as attribute values are functions
from a lifespan onto a value domain. Note also that we have chosen the most straightforward
representation for an attribute whose value is a function. Because attribute values in both Clifford's
algebra and Gadia's algebra, which we describe next, are functions, they have an arbitrary number
of other physical representations. 0

The standard set-theoretic operations are retained and several new time-oriented operations are
introduced. WHEN maps a relation into its lifespan, where the lifespan of a relation is defined to
be the union of the lifespans of its tuples (e.g., {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} in the above example). SELECT-IF
is a form of temporal selection that selects tuples that are both valid and satisfy a given selection
criterion at a specified time and TIME-SLICE is a form of temporal projection that restricts the
tuple lifespans of its resulting tuples to some portion of their original lifespans. The operator
SELECT-WHEN possesses features of both temporal selection and temporal projection; it is a
variant of SELECT-IF that restricts the tuple lifespans of its resulting tuples to the times when
they satisfy the selection condition. Finally, four variants of temporal join are introduced, each

.Ile defined using intersection semantics.

Gadia's homogeneous (H) model [Gadia 1986] also allows two types of objects: temporal ele-
ments and historical relations. A temporal element is a finite union of disjoint intervals (effectively
a set of chronons) and attribute values are functions from temporal elements onto attribute value
domains. The model requires that all attribute values in a given tuple be functions on the same
temporal element. This property, termed homogeneity, ensures that a snapshot of an historical
relation at time t always produces a conventional snapshot relation without nulls.

EXAMPLE. R is an historical relation in Gadia's homogeneous model over the scheme Student
= {Name, Course}.

R = Name Course

[1, 2) U [3, 5) - Phil [1, 2) U [3, 5) --+ English

p,, [1, 3) U [5, 7) - Norman [1, 3) - English

[5, 7) - Calculus
0

Here the interval [tl, t 2 ) is the set of chronons {tl, "., t2 - 1}. Again, we are able to record the
.:.' enrollment histories of Phil and Norman in single tuples only because they were never enrolled in

more than one course at the same time. 0

0€ An historical version of each of the five basic conventional relational operators is defined using
snapshot semantics. For each historical operator, the snapshot of its resulting historical relation
at time t is required to equal the result obtained by applying the historical operator's relational
counterpart to the snapshot of the underlying historical relations at time t. Two new operators
are also introduced. One, tdom, maps either a tuple or a relation into its temporal domain, where
the temporal domain of a tuple is its temporal element and the temporal domain of a relation

$1.
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is the union of its tuples' temporal elements. For example, the temporal domain of R above is
[1, 7). The other operator, termed temporal selection, is a limited form of both temporal selection
and temporal projection; it selects from a relation those tuples whose temporal elements overlap a
specified temporal element and restricts attribute values in the resulting tuples to the intersection
of their temporal elements and the specified temporal element.

Gadia's multihomogeneous (MH) model [Gadia 1986] is an extension of his homogeneous
model in which all attribute values in a given tuple need not be defined over the same temporal
element. Attribute values are required to be defined over the same temporal element only for
specified subsets of attributes. Extension of the snapshot semantics for operators to account for
multihomogeneous tuples is, however, left unspecified.

Tansel's historical algebra [Tansel 19861 allows only one type of object: the historical relation.
Four types of attributes, however, are supported, the attributes of a relation need not be the same
type, and attribute values in a given tuple need not be homogeneous. Attributes may be either
non-time-varying or time-varying and they may be either atomic-valued or set-valued. The value
of a time-varying, atomic-valued attribute is represented as a triplet containing an element from
the attribute's value domain and the boundary points of its interval of existence while the value of
a time-varying, set-valued attribute is simply a set of such triplets.

EXAMPLE. R is an historical relation in Tansel's algebra over the scheme Student = {Name,
Course}, where Name is a non-time-varying, atomic-valued attribute and Course is a time-varying,
set-valued attribute.

R = Name Course

Phil ([1, 2), English),

__ ([3, 5), English )

Norman ([1, 3), English),

-J________ ([5, 7), Calculus )}

Because Tansel does not define time-varying attributes as functions, the enrollment history of a
student can be recorded in a single tuple, even if the student was enrolled in two or more courses
at some time. Note, however, that each interval of enrollment, even for the same course, must be
recorded as a separate element of a time-varying, set-valued attribute. C'

The conventional relational operators are extended to account for the temporal dimension
of data and several new time-related operations are introduced. PACK combines tuples whose
attribute values differ for a specified attribute but are otherwise equal. Conversely, UNPACK

'* Qreplicates a tuple for each element in one of its set-valued attributes. T-DEC decomposes a
time-varying, atomic-valued attribute in an historical relation into three non-time-varying, atomic-
valued attributes, representing the three components of the time-varying, atomic-valued attribute.
Conversely, T-FORM combines three non-time-varying, atomic-valued attributes, representing a
value and the boundary points of the value's interval of validity into a single time-varying, atomic-
valued attribute. DROP- TIME discards the time components of a time-varying attribute. Finally,
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SLICE, USLICE, and DSLICE, are limited forms of temporal projection in which the time-stamp
of a time-varying attribute is recomputed as the intersection, union, and difference, respectively,
of its original time-stamp and the time-stamp of another specified attribute. If the recomputed
time-stamp is empty, the tuple is discarded. Tansci also introduces a new operation, termed
enumeration, to support aggregation [Tansel 1987]. The enumeration operator derives, for a set of
chronons or intervals and an historical relation, a table of data to which aggregate operators (e.g.,
count, avg, min) can be applied.

EXAMPLES. Let R, be the historical relation, resulting from the unpacking of attribute Course of
relation R in the previous example, over the scheme Student = (Name, Course}, where Name is a
non-time-varying, atomic-valued attribute and Course is a time-varying, atomic-valued attribute.

R1 Name Course

Phil ([1, 2), English )
Phil ([3, 5), English)

Norman ([1, 3), English)

Norman ([5, 7), Calculus)

Now, let R 2 be the historical relation, resulting from the decomposition (T-DEC) of attribute
* Course of relation R 1, over the scheme Student = (Name, Course, CoureL, Courseu}, where

Name, Course, CourseL, and Courseu are all non-time-varying, atomic-valued attributes.

R2= Name Course CourseL Courseu

Phil English 1 2

Phil English 3 5

Norman English 1 3

Norman Calculus 5 7 0

The only type of object in our historical algebra [McKenzie & Snodgrass 1987C] is the histori-
cal relation. The value of an attribute is always an ordered pair whose components are a value from
the attribute's value domain and a set of chronons. There is no requirement that the time-stamps
of any of the attributes in a relation be homogeneous but relations are not allowed to have two
tuples with the same value component for all their attributes (termed value-equivalence).
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EXAMPLE. R is an 'istorical relation in our algebra over the over the scheme Student = {Name,
Course}.

R = Name Course

(Phil, {1, 3, 4}) (English, {1, 3, 4})

(Norman, {1, 2}) (English, {1, 2} )

(Norman, {5, 61) (Calculus, f5, 6})

In our algebra, Phil's enrollment in English must be recorded in a single tuple, otherwise the value-
equivalence property would be violated. Norman's enrollment history, however, cannot be recorded
in a single tuple; an attribute may be assigned only one value from its value domain. 0

The conventional relational operators are extended to account for the temporal dimension of data
directly and preserve the value-equivalence property of historical relations. One new operator,
historical derivation, is introduced specifically to handle temporal selection and temporal projection
functions.

Table 1 and Table 2 are a summary of the features of the nine algebras described above. These
tables show the range of solutions chosen by the developers of the algebras to the five basic design
decisions introduced on page 4. Because several of the algebras have similar names and others are
unnamed, we use the names of the developers to refer to the algebras hereafter for clarity. Table
1 categorizes the algebras according to their representation of time. Note that Clifford's algebra
appears twice in Table 1 as it associates time-stamps with attributes in a relation scheme as well as
tuples in a relation instance. Table 2 describes other basic features of the types of objects defined

and operations allowed in the algebras. The second column lists object types and the third column
*describes the structure of attributes. The fourth column indicates whether the algebras retain the

set-theoretic semantics of the five basic relational operators or extend the operators to deal with
time directly. The fifth column lists new operators introduced specifically to handle the temporal
dimension of the phenomena being modeled.

In the next section we discuss a set of criteria for evaluating historical algebras. Then, in
Section 3, we evaluate these nine algebras against the criteria.

2 Criteria for Evaluating Historical Algebras

Although several historical algebras have been proposed, current research has not focused on defin-
ing criteria for evaluating the relative merit of these historical algebras. Only Clifford presents a
list of specific properties desirable of an historical algebra [Clifford & Tansel 1985]. He identifies
five fundamental, conceptual goals, which will be discussed in detail shortly. These goals alone are
insufficient to evaluate the relative merit of proposed historical algebras. A more comprehensive
set of specific, objective criteria is needed. In this section, we identify 21 such criteria for evaluating
historical algebras. First, we introduce the criteria. With each criterion, we indicate its source,
if relevant. Next, we discuss our reasons for not including as criteria several other properties of
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TIME-STAMP REPRESENTATION

interval
single chronon (two chronons) set of chronons

T m Jones, et al.

Ben-Zvi Clifford & Croker
Tuples Navathe & Ahmed

Clifford & Croker

Time-stamped Lorentzos & Johnson Tansel Gadia H

Attributes Gadia MH

McKenzie & Snodgrass

Table 1: Representation of Time in the Algebras

historical algebras. Then, we examine incompatibilities among the criteria.

For clarity, we hereafter represent an historical operator as dp to distinguish it from its
snapshot algebra counterpart op.

2.1 Criteria

Table 3 is an alphabetical listing of criteria for evaluating historical algebras. Included in this list
are properties of historical algebras that have been advocated by others as well as those properties
that seem reasonable to us. The list is restricted to only those properties that are well-defined,
have an objective basis for being evaluated, and are arguably beneficial. No historical algebra can
have all these properties as certain subsets of the properties are incompatible. An historical algebra
can, however, have a maximal subset of properties from Table 3 that are compatible.

All attributes in a tuple are defined for the same interval(s) [Gadia 19861. This requirement,
termed homogeneity by Gadia, assumes that attributes, rather than tuples, are time-stamped and
that attributes are set-valued, rather than atomic-valued. Although attributes may change value
at different times (i.e., asynchronous attributes), all attributes in a tuple must be defined for
the same interval(s). Requiring that all attributes in a tuple be defined for the same interval(s)

4. simplifies definition of the algebra. Operators need not be redefined to handle the time dimension
directly. Rather, the algebra can be defined in terms of the conventional relational operators using
snapshot semantics, even if set-valued attributes ar* allowed. Also, problems that arise when
disjoint attribute time-stamps are allowed (e.g., how to handle non-empty time-stamps for some,
but not all, attributes) need not be considered.

Consistent eztension of the snapshot algebra [Clifford & Tansel 1985]. The expressive power of
the historical algebra should subsume that of the snapshot algebra. The historical algebra should
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Standard New
. Algebra Objects Attributes Operations Operations

Jones, et al. historical relations atomic-valued retained time intersection,

one-sided
time intersection,

time union,

time difference,

time-set membership

Ben-Zvi snapshot relations, atomic-valued extended Time -View

historical relations

Navathe & snapshot relations, atomic-valued retained Time -Slice,

Ahmed historical relations Inner Time -View,
4Outer Time -View,

TCJOIN, TCNJOIN

Lorentzos & snapshot relations atomic-valued retained Extend, Fold, Unfold

Johnson

Clifford & lifespans, functional retained When, Select -If,

Croker historical relations Select -When,
Time -Slice,

4 Join Operators
Gadia H, temporal elements, functional snapshot tdom,

Gadia MH historical relations semantics Temporal Selection

Tansel historical relations atomic-valued extended Pack, Unpack,

set-atomic- T-Dec, T-Form,
valued Drop -Time,

triplet-valued Slice, Uslice, Dslice,

set-triplet- Enumeration
valued

McKenzie & historical relations ordered pairs extended Temporal Derivation

Snodgrass

Table 2: Objects and Operations in the Algebras
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* All attributes in a tuple are defined for the same interval(s)

" Consistent extension of the snapshot algebra

" Data periodicity is supported

" Each collection of valid attribute values is a valid tuple

" Each set of valid tuples is a valid relation

-. . " Formal semantics is specified

" Has the expressive power of an historical calculus

" Historical data loss is not an operator side-effect

" Implementation exists

" Includes aggregates

" Is, in fact, an algebra

" Model doesn't require null attribute values

" Optimization strategies are available

" Reduces to the snapshot algebra

" Restricts relations to first-normal form

" Supports a 3-dimensional view of historical relations and operations

" Supports basic algebraic tautologies:
QOR=ROQ

a., QR =R Q

&., ~p(&p,(R)) =&p, (6,F,(R))

QO(ROS) - (QOR)OS

Q (R s) = (Q R) S

Q (ROS) = (Q R)O(Q S)

Q (R:S) = (Q R).(Q S)
&p (Q 0 R) = o'(Q) 0 &F(R)

&p (Q -R) = bp(Q) - &p(R)

ix(Q OR) = *x(Q) 0 rx(R)

Q6 R = Q-(Q-R)

" Supports static attributes

* Tuples, not attributes, are time-stamped

Unique representation for each historical relation

Unisorted (not multisorted)

Table 3: Critiria for Evaluating Historical Algebras
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Snapshot Historical
Relation Relation

S T(S) - Ri

Analogous
Snapshot Historical
Operator Operator

OP op

T(op (S))Cp (S) T° s  -R2=OPR1

Figure 1: Outline of Equivalence Proof

be at least as powerful as the snapshot algebra. Any relation or algebraic expression that can

be represented in the snapshot model should have a counterpart in the historical model. Thus

the historical algebra should provide, as a minimum, an historical counterpart for each of the five

operators that serve to define the snapshot algebra: union, difference, cartesian product, projection,

and selection [Ullman 1982]. Furthermore, the historical relation resulting from the application of

one of these snapshot operators to a snapshot relation and conversion of the resulting relation to

its historical counterpart should be equivalent to the historical relation resulting from application

of the snapshot operator's historical counterpart to the snapshot relation's historical counterpart.

If we assume that th. function T transforms a snapshot relation into its historical counterpart,

then Figure 1 illustrates this equivalence proof.

Data periodicity is supported [Lorentzos & Johnson 1987A]. Periodicity is a property of many

real-world phenomena. Rather than occurring just once in time or at randomly spaced times, these

phenomena recur at regular intervals over a specific interval in time. For example, a person may

have worked from 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. each day, Monday through Friday, for a particular

month. Ideally, an historical data model should be able to represent such periodic phenomena

without having to specify the time of each of their occurrences.

Each collection of valid attribute values is a valid tuple. In the snapshot model, the value of an

attribute is independent of the value of other attributes in a tuple, except for key and functional

dependency constraints. The same should be true of the historical model. If we extend the

snapshot model so that a time-stamp is assigned to each attribute, we should extend the concept
of attribute independence to include the time-stamp of the attribute as well as the value of the

attribute. Within a tuple, the value or time-stamp of one attribute should not restrict arbitrarily
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the value or time-stamp of another attribute. Limiting valid tuples to some subset of the tuples
that could be formed from valid attribute values adds a degree of complexity to the historical model
not found in the snapshot model.

Each set of valid tuples is a valid relation. In the snapshot model, every set of tuples that
satisfies key and functional dependency constraints is a valid relation. The same should be true of
the historical model. Imposing additional inter-tuple constraints, which further restrict the set of
valid relations, adds another degree of complexity to the historical model not found in the snapshot

model.

Formal semantics is specified. Concise, mathematical definitions for all object types and
operations are needed. Without such definitions, the meaning of algebraic operations is unclear.
Also, evaluation of the algebra is impossible.

Has the expressive power of an historical calculus [Gadia 1986]. There should exist an histor-

ical calculus whose expressive power is subsumed by that of the algebra. Calculus-based historical
query languages then can be developed for which the algebra can serve as the underlying evaluation
mechanism.

Historical data loss is not an operator side-effect. Historical data are lost if an operator
removes valid-time information, contained in underlying relations, from its resulting relation. Data
loss becomes an operator side-effect if the removal of that valid-time information is not the purpose
of the operator. For example, suppose an historical algebra allows attribute time-stamping but
requires closure under Gadia's homogeneous restriction (i.e., the valid times associated with each
attribute value in a tuple must be identical). To ensure closure under cartesian product, assume
that cartesian product is defined using intersection semantics. Now consider the cartesian product
of two relations with attribute time-stamping, relation A defined over the scheme Student = { Name,
Course), and relation B defined over the scheme Home = (Name, State).

A = Name Course

(Phil, {1, 3, 4) (English, {1, 3, 4))

B = Name State

(Phil, (1, 2, 3) (Kansas, {1, 2, 3)

A B = Names Course NameH State

Phil, {1,3) (English, {1, 3)) (Phil, (1, 3)) (Kansas, {1, 3)

Note the loss of valid-time information associated with Phil's enrollment in English at time 4
and his residency in Kansas at time 2. Historical algebras that allow such loss of historical data
as an operator side-effect cannot support historical queries. If the algebra supports historical
queries, the algebra must not allow loss of historical data as an operator side-effect; all valid-time
information input to an operator must be preserved in the operator's output unless the operation
being performed (e.g., difference, intersection) dictates removal.
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Implementation exists. Semantic deficiencies, inconsistencies, and inefficiencies are often re-
vealed during implementation. Therefore, it is desirable that the algebra have been implemented.

Includes aggregates. The historical model should provide formal semantics for historical ver-
sions of standard aggregate (e.g., sum, count, min, max) operations.

Is, in fact, an algebra [Clifford & Tansel 1985]. This criterion is fundamental. Any histor-
ical algebra should define the types of objects supported and the allowable operations on object

instances of each defined type. In addition, all legal operations should be closed.

.1 Model doesn't require null attribute values. Restriction of attribute values to non-null values

is consistent with the snapshot model and greatly simplifies the semantics of the algebra.

Optimization strategies are available. Except for semantics, implementation efficiency is the

most important feature of an historical algebra. If an algebra cannot be implemented efficiently, it
will have no practical application for the development of historical query languages. Strategies for
simplification of algebraic expressions corresponding to queries should be available. Note that the

* availability of basic algebraic tautologies already provides algebraic transformation optimizations.

Reduces to the snapshot algebra [Snodgrass 1987]. The semantics of the algebra should be

consistent with the intuitive view of a snapshot relation as a 2-dimensional slice of a 3-dimensional
historical relation at a time t. Hence, for all historical operators, the snapshot relation obtained
by applying an historical operator to an historical relation and then taking a snapshot should be
equivalent to the relation obtained by taking a rnapshot of the historical relation and applying the
analogous relational operator to the resulting snapshot relation. Figure 2 illustrates this reduction
proof.

Restricts relations to first-normal form. The snapshot algebra owes much of its simplicity to
the restriction of relations to first-normal form. The historical algebra should retain this property.

Supports a $-dimensional view of historical relations and operations [Ariav 1986, Ariav &
Clifford 1986, Clifford & Tansel 1985]. AInost all proposals for extending the snapshot model
to incorporate valid time represent historical relations as space-filling solids, where the additional,
third dimension is valid time. Although these space-filling solids are not true cubes, they do possess
geometric properties similar to those of cubes. For example, consider the historical relation R over

the scheme Home = {Name, Course) with attribute time-stamping.

R = Name Course

(Phil, (1, 3, 4}) (English, {1, 3, 4})

(Norman, (1, 2} ) (English, {1, 2} )

L (Norman, {5, 6} ) (Calculus, {5, 6})

Figure 3 is a graphical representation of this relation. Clearly, this representation of R can be
viewed as a space-filling solid with geometric properties similar to that of a cube.
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If we accept this 3-dimensional representation as a high-level, user-oriented model of histor-
ical relations, then each operation defined on historical relations should have an interpretation.
consistent with its semantics, in accordance with this conceptual framework. The definitions of
operaticns should be consistent with the conceptual view that these operations manipulate cubic
solids. For example, the difference operator should take two cubic solids (i.e., historical relations)
and produces a third cubic solid that represents the mass (i.e., total historical information) present
in the first cubic solid but not present in the second cubic solid. Likewise, the cartesian product
operator should take two cubic solids and produce a third cubic solid such that each unit of mass
(i.e., tuple) in the first cubic solid is concatenated with a unit of mass in the second cubic solid
to form a unit of mass in the third cubic solid. This description of operations on historical re-

lations as "volume" operations on cubic solids is consistent not only with the conceptual view of
historical relations as cubic solids but also with the semantics of the individual snapshot algebraic
operations as operations on 2-dimensional tables, extended to account for the additional dimension
represented by valid time.

Supports basic algebraic tautologies. The following commutative, associative, and distributive

tautologies, which hold for and in some sense define the snapshot operators, should also hold for
- their historical counterparts.

16- Q6R = ROQ

QC R = R Q
~Q <R=R <Q

&F, (&F.(R)) = (4,(R))

QCJ(ROS) = (QOR)CS

Q (R S) = (Q R) S

Q (ROS) = (Q R)O(QS)

Q (R.S) = (Q R)^(QS)

&F(QUR) =&F(Q)0p(R)

&F (Q -R) &F(Q) - 8p(R)

frx(QO R) = kx(Q) 0 ix(R)
Qr, R = Q ̂ (Q R)

Included in this list are the commutative, associative, and distributive tautologies involving only
union, difference, and cartesian product that are defined in set theory [Enderton 1977]. Also
included in this list are the non-conditional commutative laws involving selection and projection
presented by Ullman [Ullman 1982]. Finally, the definition of the intersection operator in terms of
the difference operator, which holds for the snapshot algebra, should also hold for the historical
algebra.

Supports static attributes [Clifford & Tansel 1985, Navathe & Ahmed 1986]. The algebra

--irn should allow for attributes whose role in a tuple is not restricted by time. This feature allows the
historical model to be applied to environments in which the values of certain attributes in a tuple
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are time-dependent while the values of other attributes in the tuple are not time-dependent.

Tuples, not attributes, are time-stamped. Time-stamping tuples, rather than attributes, sim-
plifies the semantics of the algebra. Operators need not be defined to handle disjoint attribute
time-stamps but rather can be defined in terms of the conventional relational operators using
snapshot semantics.

Unique representation for each historical relation. In the snapshot model, there is a unique
representation for each valid snapshot relation. Likewise, there should be a unique representat'Dn
for each valid historical relation. Failure of an algebra to satisfy this criterion can complicate the
semantics of the operators, require inefficient implementations, and possibly restrict the class of
database retrievals that can be supported. For example, consider the following relations on the

".. scheme Student = {Name, Course} with attribute time-stamping.

A = Name Course

(Phil, {1, 2}) (English, {1, 2})

(Phil, {3, 4}) (English, {3, 41)

B = Name Course

(Phil, {1, 2, 3, 4}) (English, {1, 2, 3, 41)

C = Name Course

(Phil, (5, 6}) (English, {5, 6})

D = Name Course

__Phil, {2, 3} (English, {2, 38

Clearly, the information content of relations A and B is identical; the information content of relation
C is a continuation of the information in both A and B; and the information content of relation D
is a subset of that contained in both A and B. However, what is the semantics of A u C? Does the
output relation contain three tuples, two tuples, or just one tuple? Similarly, what is the semantics
of A U D? Is the single tuple in D represented in the output relation or is it absorbed by the two
tuples in A? Also, if we want to retrieve the name of all students who were enrolled in English

from time 2 to time 4, do we get the same result if we apply this query to relations A and B?
Retrieval of "Phil," which is the intuitively correct result when applying this query to A, requires
tuple selection based on information contained in more than one tuple, a significant departure from
the semantics of the selection operation in the snapshot algebra. Thus, a selection operator with
significantly more complicated semantics would be required to produce results that are correct
intuitively. Moreover, the implementation of such a selection operator may be impractical because
of the many cases that would have to be considered during the selection process.
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Unisorted (not mutisorted). In the snapshot algebra, all operators take as input and provide
as output a single type of object, the snapshot relation. If possible, an historical algebra should
also be unisorted. A multisorted algebra would introduce a degree of complexity in the historical
model not found in the snapshot model.

.,p 2.2 Properties not Included as Criteria

The following properties are either subsumed by properties in Table 3, are not well-defined, or have
no objective basis for being evaluated. Hence, they are not included as criteria.

Disallows tuples with duplicate attribute values. If attributes are time-stamped, then this
requirement is subsumed by the criterion that the algebra have a unique representation for each
historical relation. There would be many different equivalent representations for mob historical
relations if tuples with duplicate attribute values were allowed. For example, the following are only
two of several equivalent representations of a relation A over the scheme Home = {Name, State}
with attribute time-stamping.

A= Name State

(Norman, {1, 2, 5, 6}) (Virginia, (1, 2, 5, 6}

A- Name State

(Norman, {1, 2}) (Virginia, f1, 2})

(Norman, {5, 6}) (Virginia, {5, 6})

Supports historical queries (valid time) [Snodgrass 1987]. An historical algebra supports his-
torical queries if information valid over a chronon can be derived from information in underlying
relations valid over other chronons, much as the snapshot algebra allows for the derivation of
information about entities or relationships from information in underlying relations about other
entities or relationships. Satisfaction of this criterion implies that the algebra allows units of re-
lated information, possibly valid over disjoint chronons, to be combined into a single related unit
of information possibly valid over some other chronon. Support for such a capability requires the
presence, in the algebra, of a cartesian product or join operator that concatenates tuples, indepen-
dent of their valid times, and preserves, in the resulting tuple, the valid-time information for each
of the underlying tuples. Hence, this requirement is subsumed by the criteria that the algebra be a
consistent extension of the snapshot algebra and historical data loss not be an operator side-effect.

Supports non-homogeneous relations [Gadia 1986]. If the algebra is closed and supports his-
torical queries, it must support non-homogeneous relations (i.e., relations having tuples whose
attribute values are allowed to have different valid times). Therefore, this requirement is subsumed
by the criteria that the algebra, in fact, be an algebra, the algebra be a consistent extension of the
snapshot algebra, and historical data loss not be an operator side-effect.
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Homogeneous tuples are valid tuples. This requirement is subsumed by the requirement that
the algebra support non-homogeneous relations.

Update semantics [Snodgrass 1987]. If the algebra provides union and difference operators,
the algebra supports the replace, delete, and append operations found in all query languages.
Therefore, this requirement is subsumed by the criterion that the algebra be a consistent extension
of the snapshot algebra. Further, support for update requires the modeling of transaction time,
which is orthogonal to valid time [Snodgrass & Ahn 1986].

Minimal eztension of the snapshot algebra. This requirement is too vague to be considered a
criterion, unless qualified. Criteria such as "consistent extension of the snapshot algebra," "reduces
to snapshot algebra," and "unique representation for each historical relation," all imply a minimal
extension to the snapshot algebra.

Retains the simplicity of the snapshot model. Again, this requirement is too vague to be
considered a criterion, unless qualified. Note that specific aspects of simplicity are implied by
other properties that are well-defined (e.g., "model doesn't require null attribute values" and
"algebra is unisorted").

The model is semantically complete [Clifford & Tansel 1985]. The model should serve as a
standard for defining historical completeness (i.e., an extension of Codd's notion of completeness
in the snapshot model). This requirement has no objective basis for evaluating models as there 's
no consensus definition of historical completeness.

2.3 Incompatibilities

Not all the criteria listed in Table 3 are compatible. There are certain subsets of criteria that no
7. historical algebra can satisfy. In this section, we examine the incompatibilities among criteria.

The criterion that the algebra support a 3-dimensional view of historical relations and oper-
ations is incompatible with the criteria that

e Tuples, not attributes, be time-stamped,

*_ e All attributes in a tuple be defined for the same interval(s), and

* The tautology Q><(R -S) = (Q <R)-(Q S) hold.

First, no historical algebra can support a 3-dimensional view of historical relations and operations
* •and also time-stamp tuples. For the algebra to support a 3-dimensional view of historical relations

and operations, the algebra must support a cartesian product or join operator that concatenates
tuples, independent of their valid times, and preserves, in the resulting tuple, the valid-time infor-
mation for each of the underlying tuples. Yet, if the cartesian product operator assigns different
time-stamps to attributes in its output tuples, the criterion that tuples, not attributes, be time-
stamped cannot be satisfied. Hence, no historical algebra can satisfy both of these criteria.
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Secondly, no historical algebra can support a 3-dimensional view of historical relations and
operations and also require that all attributes in a tuple be defined for the same interval(s). If
the cartesian product operator required that all attributes in a resulting tuple be defined over the
same interval(s), arbitrary valid-time information associated with the attributes of the underlying
tuples could not be preserved and the criterion that the algebra support a 3-dimensional view of
historical relations and operations could not be satisfied. Yet, if the cartesian product operator
preserved the valid-time information for the attributes of the underlying tuples in the resulting
tuple, attributes in the resulting tuple would be defined for different intervals and the criterion
that all attributes in a tuple be defined for the same interval(s) could not be satisfied.

Thirdly, no historical algebra can support a 3-dimensional view of historical relations and

operations and also support the distributive property of cartesian product over difference. For
example, consider the following single-tuple relations over the scheme Student = {Name, Course}
with attribute time-stamping.

A = Name Course

(Phil, {1, 2,3)) (Math, {1, 2,

B = Name Course

(Norman, {1, 2}) (English, {1, 2})

C = Name Course

-% (Norman, {2}) (English, {2)

Figure 4 illustrates the representation of historical relations as 3-dimensional solids in cal-
culating A< (B.C) and (A B)-(AxC), respectively. The results of these calculations are shown
below.

A (B.C) = Namel Coursel Name2 Course2

(Phil, {1, 2, 3 (Math, {1, 2, 3) (Norman, {1}) (English, {1})

(A B).(A C) = Name1  Coursel Name2 COUrse2

(Phil, 0) (Math, 0) (Norman, {1)) (English, {})

This example shows that the criterion that the distributive property of cartesian product over
difference hold is incompatible with the criterion that the algebra support a 3-dimensional view of
historical relations and operations.

There are two other incompatibilities among the criteria in Table 3. First, the criterion
that each set of valid tuples be a valid relation is incompatible with the criterion that there be a
unique representation for each historical relation. If every set of valid tuples were allowed to be a
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A = Name State

(Phil, {1, 2, 3} (Kansas, {1, 2, 3}

B = Name State

(Phil, {2}) (Kansas, {2})

To define difference so that A B can be calculated consistent with the conceptual model of his-
torical operators as 3-dimensional operators on cubic solids, the algebra must allow tuples with
duplicate attribute values in a relation

A^B - Name State

(Phil, {1}) (Kansas, {i})

(Phil, {3} ) (Kansas, {3})

or allow the time-stamp associated with a tuple to be non-atomic (i.e., a set of intervals rather
than a single interval).

A-B Name State

(Phil, (1, 3}) (Kansas, {1, 3)

Thus, to support a 3-dimensional view of historical relations and operations and disallow tuples
with duplicate attribute values, which is implied by the criterion that the algebra have a unique
representation for each historical relation (if attributes are time-stamped), the algebra must allow
non-first-normal-form relations.

The five incompatibilities described above all involve at least one of the two criteria

" Supports a 3-dimensional view of historical relations and operations and

" Unique representation for each historical relation.

Table 4 summarizes the effect satisfaction of these two criteria has on the algebra's ability to satisfy
other criteria. Note that if the algebra satisfies neither of these criteria, then it can satisfy all the
other criteria. If, however, the algebra satisfies both of these criteria, then there are five criteria

that it cannot satisfy.
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Supports a 3-dimensional view of historical relations and operations?

No Yes

C C All attributes in a tuple cannot be
0 defined over the same interval(s).
It
C No restrictions. The distributive property of cartesian
'A product over difference cannot hold.

Tuple time-stamping cannot be used.
,

0All attributes in a tuple cannot be
Z defined over the same interval(s).
Co The distributive property of cartesian
C;
C U) Each set of valid tuples cannot b product over difference cannot hold.
, >- a valid relation. Tuple time-stamping cannot be used.

(D 0Each set of valid tuples cannot be a
valid relation.Q

Relations cannot be restricted to4 C first-normal-form.

Table 4: Incompatibilities Among Criteria

3 An Evaluation of Historical Algebras

In this section we evaluate nine historical algebras against the criteria presented in the previous
, section. We consider Ben-Zvi's Time Relational Model [Ben-Zvi 1982], Clifford's Historical Re-

lational Data Model [Clifford & Croker 1987], Gadia's homogeneous (H) and multihomogeneous
(M-) models [Gadia 1986], Jones' extension to the snapshot algebra to support time-oriented op-
erations for LEGOL [Jones et al. 1979], Lorentzos' Temporal Relational Algebra [Lorentzos &
Johnson 1987A], our historical algebra [McKenzie & Snodgrass 1987C], Navathe's Temporal Re-
lational Model [Navathe & Ahmed 1986], and Tansel's historical algebra [Tansel 1986]. Table 5
summarizes the evaluation of these nine proposals against the criteria. We did not include TERM
[Klopprogge 19811 and PDM [Manola & Dayal 1986], both of which include support for time, in
this evaluation as they are temporal extensions of other data models. TERM is an extension of
the Entity-Relationship model and PDM is an extension of the entity-oriented Daplex functional
data model.

3.1 Conflicting Criteria

We first evaluate the historical algebras against the seven criteria introduced in the previous section
that are not all compatible. Because no algebra can satisfy all seven of these criteria, we term the
criteria conflicting criteria.
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Clifford Gadia Gadia Jones Lorentmos McKenzie Navathe
Ben-Zvi & & & & Tansel

Conflicting Criteria Croker H MH et al. Johnson Snodgrass Ahmed

All attributes in a tuple

defined for same interval(s)

Each set of valid tuples is a
valid relation

Restricts relations to / IV/
first-normal form

Supports a 3-D view of historical A A A ? A A A
relations & operations

Supports basic algebraic ? / ? P V P ? P
tautologies I V

Tuples, not attributes, are P A A V/ A A / A
time-stamped

Unique representation for each
historical relation

Compatible Criteria

Consistent extension of the
snapshot algebra I/ V ___V__

Data periodicity is supported A A A A A 7 A A A
Each collection of valid attribute

values is a valid tuple

Formal semantics is specified P P V/ A A V V P P
Has the expressive power of an ? ? V ? ? V/ P V/

historical calculus
Historical data loss is not an A ? A ? A V ?

operator side-effect
Implementation exists A A A A A A

Includes aggregates V A P P P V A V/
Is, in fact, an algebra v 7 __ T 7 V V V
Model doesn't require null V V V V V V V

O attribute values

Optimization strategies are P P P P P P P P
available

Reduce to the snapshot algebra V A V ? V P P V P
Supports static attributes L A A V A V V V V
Unisorted (not multisorted) A A A A T 77 V A

V satisfies criterion As criterion not satisfied
.r P partial compliance ? not specified in papers

Table 5: Evaluation of Historical Algebras Against Criteria
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All attributes in a tuple are defined for the same interval(s). Only Gadia's homogeneous
model satisfies this criterion. All the other algebras either time-stamp tuples or allow attribute
time-stamps in a tuple to be disjoint.

Each set of valid tuples is a valid relation. The algebras proposed by Ben-Zvi, Clifford, Gadia,
Jones, Lorentzos, and Tansel all satisfy this criterion. Our algebra fails to satisfy this criterion
because it does not allow relations with value-equivalent tuples, that is, tuples with the same

Ii attribute values. Navathe's algebra also fails to satisfy this criterion. Navathe's algebra requires
that tuples with identical values for the explicit attributes be coalesced; hence, tuples with identical
values for the explicit attributes can neither overlap nor d adjacent in time.

Restricts relations to first-normal form. The algebras proposed by Ben-Zvi, Jones, Lorentzos,
and Navathe restrict relations to first-normal form. The other algebras all fail to satisfy this
criterion as they either allow set-valued attributes or set-valued time-stamps, or both.

Supports a 3-dimensional view of historical relations and operations. Our algebra supports
the user-oriented conceptual view of an historical relation as a 3-dimensional space-filling solid in

that it supports non-homogeneous attribute time-stamping and prevents historical data loss as an
*operator side-effect. It is unclear whether Gadia's multihomogeneous algebra and Tansel's algebra

satisfy this criterion as all operations are not defined formally. The other algebras all fail to satisfy
this criterion.

J'.

Clifford's algebra fails to satisfy this criterion because difference for historical relations is
defined as a standard set difference operation. For example, consider the following single-tuple re-
lations over the scheme Student = {Name, Course} with attribute time-stamping, valid in Clifford's
algebra.

*': A = ( Tuple Value Tuple Lifespan)

Name Course

2 -- Marilyn 2 -- Math {2, 3, 4}

3-. Marilyn 3-- Math

4 -* Marilyn 4 -- Math

B = ( Tuple Value Tuple Lifespan)

Name Course

1 - Marilyn 1 - Math {1, 2, 3}

2 -- Marilyn 2-- Math

3-. Marilyn 3-. Math
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Figure 5: Conceptual View of the Difference Operator Applied to Historical Relations

Intuitively we would expect

A-B = ( Tuple Value Tuple Lifeepan)

Name Course

4 - Marilyn 4 --+ Math (4)

consistent with the conceptual view of historical relations as 3-dimensional solids, as shown in
Figure 5. However, application of a standard set difference operator yields

A = ( Tuple Value Tuple Lifeapan)

Name Course

2 - Marilyn 2-- Math {2, 3, 4}

3 - Marilyn 3-- Ma~h

4 - Marilyn 4 -- Math

producing nonintuitive results.
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Lorentzos' algebra also fails to satisfy this criterion when relations have multiple attribute

time-stamps. For example, consider the same single-tuple relations, valid in Lorentzos' algebra.

A Name N-Start N-Stop Course C-Start C-Stop

Marilyn 2 5 Math 2 5

B = Name N-Start N-Stop Course C-Start C-Stop

Marilyn 1 4 Math 1 4

In Lorentzos' algebra, historical difference is defined in terms of the Unfold, set difference, and Fold
operators. If we unfold both A and B, apply set difference to the unfolded relations, and then fold
the result, we would get

SA-^B = Name N-Start N-Stop Course C-Start C-Stop

Marilyn 2 3 Math 4 5

Marilyn 3 4 Math 4 5

Marilyn 4 5 Math 2 5

Again, the result is inconsistent with the conceptual view of historical relations as 3-dimensional
objects, as shown in Figure 5.

The homogeneous model proposed by Gadia and the algebras proposed by Ben-Zvi, Navathe,
4and Jones also fail to satisfy this criterion. None of these algebras provides a cartesian product

operator that allows for the concatenation of two tuples containing arbitrary historical informa-
tion without the loss of historical information or, in Jones' algebra, the possible implicit addition
of historical information. In Gadia's homogeneous model, attributes are time-stamped but the
time-stamps of individual attributes are required to be identical. This requirement necessitates
the definition of cartesian product using intersection semantics. In Ben-Zvi's algebra, tuples rather
than attributes are time-stamped and a Time Join operator is defined using intersection semantics.
Likewise, in Navathe's algebra, tuples rather than attributes are time-stamped and two operators,
TCJOIN and TCNJOIN, are defined using intersection semantics. Navathe also defines two oper-
ators, TJOIN and TNJOIN, that allow for the concatenation of tuples without loss of historical
information. These operators, however, are outside Navathe's algebra; they produce tuples with
two time-stamps (R. Ahmed, personal communication, 1987). In Jones' algebra, tuples are time-
stamped and cartesian product operators are defined using both intersection and union semantics.
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Figure 6: Cartesian Product of Historical Relations

Consider the following single-tuple relations over the schemes Student = {Name, Course} and
Home = {Name, State} with attribute time-stamping.

A = Name Course
J(Marilyn, (2, 3, 4} (Math, {2, 3, 4})

.r

B = Name jState
.r (Marilyn, {1, 2, 3}) (New York, {1, 2, 3})

If cartesian product is represented conceptually as a "volume" operation on cubic solids, we would
expect

A B= Name, Course Name2 State

(Marilyn, {2, 3, 4}) (Math, (2, 3, 4) (Marilyn, {1, 2, 3) (New York, {1, 2, 3})

as illustrated in Figure 6. However, since Gadia's homogeneous model and the algebras proposed
by Ben-Zvi, Navathe, and Jones all define cartesian product using intersection or union semantics,
none can support this conceptual view of cartesian product.

Supports basic algebraic tautologies. Ben-Zvi's algebra, Gadia's homogeneous model, and
Lorentzos' algebra satisfy this criterion. Jones' algebra supports the tautologies, with one excep-
tion. The cartesian product operator defined using union semantics fails to support the distributive
property of cartesian product over difference. All the tautologies, except the distributive property
of cartesian product over difference, also hold for our algebra. Tansel's algebra does not support
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the commutative property of selection with union and difference. It is unclear whether Tansel's
algebra satisfies the other tautologies as union and difference are not defined formally. Similarly, it
is unclear whether -U the tautologies hold for Clifford's algebra, Gadia's multihomogene- us model,
and Navathe's algebra.

Tuples, not attributes, are time-stamped. Ben-Zvi, Jones, and Navathe all time-stamp tuples.
Clifford also time-stamps tuples, but requires that the partial function from the time domain onto a
value domain, representing an attribute's value, be further restricted to the attribute's time-stamp
in the relation scheme. The other algebras all time-stamp attributes.

Unique representation for each historical relation. Because our algebra allows set-valued time-
stamps and disallows value-equivalent tuples, it supports a unique representation for each historical

.1, relation. Because Navathe requires that value-equivalent tuples be coalesced, his algebra also
supports this criterion. None of the other algebras satisfy this criterion. They all allow multiple
representations of identical historical information within a relation.

3.2 Compatible Criteria

We how evaluate the algebras against the remaining 14 criteria. Because these criteria are com-
patible, an historical algebra can be defined that satisfies all these criteria.

Consistent extension of the snapshot algebra. Our algebra, along with those proposed by
Ben-Zvi, Gadia, Jones, and Lorentzos, satisfy this criterion. Although formal definitions for all
operators are not provided for the other algebras, they too are likely to satisfy this criterion.

Data periodicity is supported. Only Lorentzos' algebra satisfies this criterion. Lorentzos'
algebra allows multiple time-stamps of nested granularity, which can be used to specify periodicity.
None of the other algebras allow multiple time-stamps of nested granularity.

Each collection of valid attribute values is a valid tuple. Only Tansel's algebra satisfies this
criterion. Tansel's algebra time-stamps attributes without imposing any inter-attribute dependence
constraints; any collection of valid attribute values is a valid tuple.

The algebras proposed by Ben-Zvi, Jones, and Navathe fail to satisfy this criterion because all
three use implicit attributes to specify the end-points of a tuple's time-stamp, implicitly requiring
that the value of the start-time attribute be less than (or "<") the value of the stop-time attribute
in all valid tuples. Loreritzos' algebra also requires that the values of attributes representing the

"" boundary points of intervals be ordered. Clifford's algebra does not satisfy this criterion because
the value of each attribute in a tuple is defined as a partial function from the time domain onto a

* value domain, where the function is restricted to times in the intersection of the tuple's time-stamp
and the attribute's time-stamp in the relation scheme. Hence, the interval(s) for which an attribute
is defined depends on both the tuple's time-stamp and the attribute's time-stamp in the relation
scheme. Gadia's homogeneous model fails to satisfy this criterion, as does his multihomogeneous

model, except in the degenerative case where each attribute is defined as a separate subscheme.
In both models, the requirement that the time-stamp of multiple attributes in a tuple be identical
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implies that there are sequences of valid attribute values that are not valid tuples. Finally, our
algebra fails to satisfy this criterion because it does not allow the time-stamps of all attributes in

sa tuple to be empty.

Formal semantics is specified. We, Gadia, and Lorentzos provide a formal semantics for our
algebras. However, Gadia does not provide a formal semantics for operations in his multihomo-
geneous model; rather, he describes a methodology for converting operations in the homogeneous
model to analogous operations in the multihomogeneous model. In the process, necessary de-
tails (e.g., how attributes with disjoint time-stamps and empty time-stamps are reconciled with
the snapshot semantics) are left unspecified. Likewise, Jones provides no formal semantics for the

g time-oriented operations in LEGOL; she provides only a brief summary of time-oriented operations
available in the language, along with examples illustrating the use of some of these operations.

Ben-Zvi, Clifford, and Tansel provide formal semantics for their algebras but all provide
incomplete definitions for certain operators. For example, Ben-Zvi's definition of the difference
operator does not include a definition of the Effective- Time-Start and Effective- Time-End of tuples
in the resulting relation. Clifford's definition of the cartesian production operator does not include
a definition of the lifespan of tuples in the resulting relation. Similarly, Clifford's definition of the
union operator does not include a definition of the lifespan of an attribute, at the scheme level, in
the resulting relation. Finally, Tansel does not provide formal definitions for his historical union
and difference operators.

Navathe provides formal semantics for three new historical selection and four new historical
join operators. He retains the five basic snapshot operators, although his model requires that
value-equivalent tuples be coalesced. The semantics of these operators are left unspecified.

Has the expressive power of an historical calculus. Gadia has defined an equivalent calculus
for his homogeneous model and we have shown that our algebra has the expressive power of the
TQuel calculus. Likewise, Tansel has defined an equivalent calculus for his algebra [Tansel & Arkun
1985]. Ben-Zvi has augmented the SQL Query Language with a Time-View operator and shown
that the resulting language has expressive power equivalent to that of his algebra [Ben-Zvi 1982].
Rather than modify the semantics of the SQL Query Language to handle the temporal dimension,
Ben-Zvi uses the Time. View operator as a temporal preprocessor to construct snapshot relations
that can then be manipulated the same as any other snapshot relations. Navathe has defined the
temporal query language TSQL [Navathe & Ahmed 1986], which is a superset of SQL, for use in
his model. He has not shown, however, that his algebra has the expressive power of TSQL. A

0 calculus has yet to be defined for any of the other proposed algebras.

Historical data loss is not an operator side-effect. Historical data loss is not an operator
side-effect in our algebra. All operators are defined to retain, in their resulting relations, the
historical information found in their underlying relations, unless removal is specifically required

0. by the operator. Historical data loss is also not an operator side-effect in Lorentzos' algebra; all
Jhistorical information is embedded in snashot relations and all operations are defined in terms of

the basic snapshot operators. Ben-Zvi's algebra, Gadia's homogeneous model, and Jones' algebra

all fail to satisfy this criterion because each time-stamps tuples and defines a cartesian product
operator using intersection semantics. It is unclear whether the other algebras satisfy this criterion,
as formal definitions for all operators are not provided.
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Implementation exists. A prototype version of the algebra proposed by Jones has been imple-
mented on the Peterlee Relational Test Vehicle [Jones et al. 1979]. Also, a prototype version of the
algebra proposed by Lorentzos has been implemented on a PDP-11/44 as an extension of INGRES
[Lorentzos & Johnson 1987B]. To the best of our knowledge, implementations do not exist for the
other algebras.

Includes aggregates. We along with Ben-Zvi define historical aggregate operators formally
as part of our algebras. Tansel also defines historical aggregate functions in his algebra in terms
of a new operator, termed enumeration, and an aggregate formulation operator (Tansel 19871.
Aggregate functions, defined for the snapshot algebra, can be used to compute historical aggregates
in Lorentzos' algebra. The algebra proposed by Jones includes aggregate operators, but these

%. operators are not defined formally. Although Gadia does not include aggregates in his models,
he does introduce "temporal navigation" operators (e.g., First), which act similarly to the TQuel
temporally oriented aggregates. The other algebras do not include any aggregate operators.

Is, in fact, an algebra. Each of the nine algebras being evaluated satisfies this criterion.

Model doesn't require null attribute values. All nine algebras being evaluated satisfy this
criterion.

Optimization strategies are available. Ben-Zvi describes an efficient implementation of his
algebra, while Gadia presents a computational semantics, designed to aid efficient implementation
of the algebra, for his homogeneous model. Also, optimization techniques based on the algebraic
tautologies, with certain exceptions for some algebras, could be used in an implementation of any
of the nine algebras.

Reduces to the snapshot algebra. Gadia's homogeneous model satisfies this criterion; operators
are defined using a snapshot semantics thus guaranteeing that the algebra reduces to the snapshot
algebra. Likewise, the descriptions of the algebras proposed by Ben-Zvi and Jones imply that
the operators are defined using snapshot semantics. Because tuple time-stamping is assumed
in Navathe's model, his algebra also satisfies this criterion. Although formal definitions have not
been provided for operators in Gadia's multihomogeneous model, the algebra is likely to satisfy this
criterion only through the introduction of distinguished null's when taking snapshots. Because we,
along with Tansel and Lorentzos, allow non-homogeneous attribute time-stamps, our algebras also
satisfy this criterion only through the introduction of distinguished null's when taking snapshots.

0The algebra proposed by Clifford fails to satisfy this criterion. Consider the following single-

tuple relations over the scheme Student = {Name, Course} valid in Clifford's algebra.

A = ( Tuple Value Tuple Lifespan )

Name Course

3 - Phil 3 -- English {3}
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B = ( Tuple Value Tuple Lifespan )

Name Course

2 - Phil 2 - English {2, 3}
.N 3 - Phil 3 - English

Clifford defines difference as a standard set difference operation. Therefore, in Clifford's algebra,

A-B = ( Tuple Value Tuple Lifespan )

Name Course

3 - Phil 3 - English {31

If we were to take a snapshot of A-B at time 3, we would obtain the relation ((Phil, English) }.

However, if we were to take a snapshot of relation A at time 3 and a snapshot of relation B at41 time 3 and take the difference of these snapshot relations, we would obtain the empty relation.

Support static attributes. Lorentzos', Navathe's, and Tansel's algebras satisfy this criterion
by allowing both time-dependent and non-time-dependent attributes. Our algebra and Gadia's
multihomogeneous model also can support static attributes. In these two algebras, the time-stamp
of an attribute can be defined independently of the time-stamps of any of the other attributes in a
tuple. In our algebra we would represent a static attribute as an attribute assigned the time domain.
The other five algebras all require that the same valid time be associated with all attributes in a
tuple; therefore, none of these algebras can support static and time-dependent attributes within
the same tuple.

Unisorted (not multisorted). Our algebra, along with those proposed by Jones, Lorentzos, and
Tansel is unisorted in that it concerns only one object type. Gadia defines a multisorted algebra
whose chject types are historical relations and temporal expressions. Clifford defines a multisorted
algebra whose object types are historical relations and lifespans. Both Ben-Zvi and Navathe allow
snapshot and historical relations.

4 Summary

In this paper, we have evaluated nine historical algebras against 21 criteria. We first described the
algebras in terms of the types of objects they define and the operations on object instances they
allow. Then, we introduced evaluation criteria for historical algebras, each of which is well-defined,
has an objective basis for being evaluated, and is arguably beneficial. We omited properties from
the list of criteria that were either subsumed by criteria, not well-defined, or had no objective basis
for being evaluated. We also identified incompatibilities among the criteria. Finally, we evaluated
the algebras against the criteria.
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Supports a 3-dimensional view of historical relations and operations?
.0 No Yes

Ben-Zvi

Clifford & Croker Gadia MH

XOEGai 

Tansel

:.E : 

Gadia 
H

coU 
Jones, et al.

(Lorentzos & Johnson

C

0

"' )
Navathe & Ahmed McKenzie & Snodgrass"If

Table 6: Classification of Algebras According to Criteria Satisfied

Of the 21 criteria listed in Table 3, each is satisfied by at least one of the nine algebras and
three are satisfied, at least partially, by all the algebras. As was shown in Section 2, the subset of
conflicting criteria that an algebra satisfies is necessarily dependent on whether the algebra supports
a 3-dimensional view of historical relations and operations and whether each historical relation in
the algebra has a unique representation. For example, we and Navathe cannot satisfy the criterion
that each set of valid tuples is a valid relation because our algebras satisfy the criterion that each
historical relation has a unique representation. In Table 6 all nine algebras are classified according
to their satisfaction of these two criteria. According to this classification and the summary of
incompatibilities among criteria in Table 4, Navathe's algebra cannot satisfy one of the remaining
conflicting criteria, Gadia's multihomogeneous model and fnsel's algebra cannot satisfy three of
the remaining criteria, while our algebra cannot satisfy any of the remaining conflicting criteria.
The other algebras are not restricted from satisfying the remaining conflicting criteria. There is
no apriori reason any of the compatible criteria cannot be satisfied; one measure of the quality of
the design of an algebra is the extent to which it satisfies these criteria.

As no algebra can satisfy all the criteria, an obvious future effort would identify a maximal

subset of the criteria, requiring a ranking of the criteria by importance. Such a ranking is necessary
to determine which quadrant of Table 4 is objectively superior. Also, the list of criteria presented
here is not meant to be exhaustive; other properties of historical algebras likely merit consideration
as evaluation criteria. Hence, one aspect of future work is the identification of other desirable
criteria of historical algebras.
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